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We show that the category of valuated groups has a topological forgetful functor to the category 
of abelian groups. This category is universal, that is, it is the bireflective hull of its To-objects, and 
properties of the (large) lattice of epireflective subcategories are contrasted with results obtained 
by T. Marny [7] for universal categories over the category of sets. 
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The purpose of this work is twofold: to introduce to those readers interested in 
categorical topology an important category topological over abelian groups, and 
more significantly, to contrast he properties of the lattice of epireflective sub- 
categories ofthis category with results recently obtained by Marny [7] for the lattice 
of epireflective subcategories of a topological category over sets. 
Marny has shown for some topological categories over sets (for example Tog, 
Unif, Prox, and Near) that the lattice of all epireflective subcategories splits into two 
disjoint isomorphic sublattices (transpose intervals), one of which consists of all 
bireflective subcategories, and the other having a maximal element consisting of all 
objects which satisfy a categorical generalization of the 7’O-separation axiom of 
general topology. Each epireflection iseither a bireflection or the composition of a 
bireflection followed by this TO-reflection. 
We contrast Marny’s results with the situation holding for the lattice of all1 
epireflective subcategories of the category of valuated (abelian) groups. The forget- 
ful functor to the category of abelian groups is topological. As the epireflection 
structure for abelian groups is richer than that structure for sets, the lattice for 
valuated groups has a richer configuration than does the lattice studied by Marny. In 
particular, the lattice is no longer the union of two disjoint isomorphic sublattices as 
above, and the &objects no longer form a maximal epireflection i the complement 
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of the bireflections. Epireflections need not be birefiections nor 7&reflections of 
birefiectioas. 
Let I’ denote the set of ordinals together with the symbol 00. The standard 
convention regarding extending the order relation for ordinals to r is to declare 
A < 00 for all A g r, so in particular, 00 c 00. Let A be an abelian group and p be a 
prime, a p-valuation v, is a function uu :A + r satisfying 
(vl) vP(a + a’) 3 min&(a), vJa’)), 
(v2) vP(p 9 a)> vJd. 
A valuated group is an abelian group A together with a p-valuation for each prime p. 
When there is little likelihood of confusion and statements are being made about he 
valuations for all primes, we shall use the generic symbol Q to denote .a valuation. 
A morphism of valuated groups f: A -, B is a homomorphism which does not 
decrease valuation; that is, v(f(a)) a v(a) for all a e A. The category of valuated 
groups is denoted by V. There is an obvious forgetful functor % from V to the 
category of abelian groups Ab. To see that % is topological (absolutely topological in
the terminology of[5]) let A be any abelian group and (Ai : i E I) a family of valuated 
groups indexed over a class I. If (A, fi : A + %Ai)l is a source in Ab, there exists a 
%-initial valuation v on A turning each fi into a valuated group morphism; this is 
given by defining, for each prime p, 
u,(a) = min {ttp(fi(a))). 
&I 
The cotopological situation is obtained as follows: for any sink of the form (Si : %Ai 3 
A, A)1 in Ab, endow A with the smallest group valuation v satisfying 
v(a)Bsup{vdx): &@)=a). 
id 
The left adjoint of 42 assigns to iach abelian group A, the valuation height, 
denoted by the generic symbol h. ‘For a prime p, the p-height hP is that unique 
p-valuation determined by h,(ai) = A where a E p’ l A\p”+l l A (inductively, 
p’eA=A, p1 sA=jpccaEA} 
f-b.&p’ s A), see Richman [8]). 
for h E f, A a limit ordinal, p A l A = 
Height is the least valuation on a :~oup and such valuated groups behave much like 
discrete topological spaces in that,, if B is any valuated group and f : A -) W is any 
homomorphism, then f : (A, h) + E? is a valuated group morphism. The right adjoint 
to c311 assigns to each abelian group the valuation having constant value QO. This is the 
largest valuation 0~1 a group and such valuated groups behave much like indiscrete 
topological spaces, and we call such groups indiscrete. 
An immediate consequence of tZIe topologicity of % is that limits (resp. colimits) 
are computed in Ab and the result en,dowed with the initial (resp. final) valuation. 
Thus V is complete and cocompiete. Moreover, it iis easy to see that V has finite 
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biproducts, isadditive, and consequently is pre-abelian. It fails to be abelian for it is 
not balanced. Clearly V is neither well powered nor cowell powered as % is not fibre 
small. 
V is a symmetric monoidal closed category. For valuated groups A and & define a 
valuation on A @I!? by selecting the smallest valuation satisfying the inequality 
o(a 0 b) 3 max(u(a), v(b)) 
on generators. For fe Hom(A, B), define 
v(f) = inf{tj( f(a)): a E A}. 
These definitions yield an adjoint situation which lifts the (unvaluated) adjoint 
situation between tensor product and the Horn functor for abelian groups. 
Consequently, functors Ext and Tor having range in V can be defined and a (relative) 
homological lgebra developed (see 131). 
A valuated set is a pair (X, N) where for each prime p, F, is a function from X to I’. 
There is an obvious category of valuated sets and functions which do not decrease 
valuation. The forgetful functor from the category of valuated groups has a left 
adjoint F which on objects is given by F(X, cc) =&xZ, where 2, = 2 with 
valuation determined by v(1) = p(x). 
The important morphisms in V are characteri.zed as follows. The epics are 
precisely the surjective morphisms and the moraics are precisely the injective 
morphisms. The kernels are precisely the %-initial monies and hence are precisely 
the regular monies as well. The cokernels coincide with the regular epimorphisms 
and are precisely the %-final epics. 
All subcategories considered shall be assumed to be full and replete. We denote by 
Zero the subcategory of V consisting of the trivial group (which has a necessarily 
unique valuation). Ind denotes ahe subcategory consisting of all indiscrete groups. 
Since 9 is topological and V is an (epi, regular mono)-category (respectively, (bi, 
initial)-category, (regular epi, mono)-category), the following theorem holds. 
Theorem 1. A subcategory B of V is epirejlective (mpectively, &reflective, regular 
epireflective) in V provided it is closed under formation of %-initial monosources (resp., 
Q&initial sources, monosources ). 
Because V is regular well powered and regular cowell powered we have: 
Corollary 2. A subcategory B of V is regular epireflective in V provided it is closed 
under formation of products and subobjects. 
For an epireflective subcategory B of V, we see B is bireflective if and only if the 
forgetful functor from B to Ab is topological, and this happens provided IndG B. 
Because Ind is singly generated by the divisible group Q/Z, B is bireflective if and 
only if it contair s Q/Z. 
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These characterizations imply that for each class of objects B of V there exists 
smallest epireflective, birefllective, and regular epireflective subcategories containing 
B called respectively the qpireflective hull RB, the bireflective hull IB, and the 
regular epireflective hull QB of B. 
Theorem 3. Let B be a class of objects of V. For a valuated group A, the following are 
equivalent :: 
(1) A E RB (respectively, A E IB, A E QB). 
(2) There exists an initial monosource (respectively, an initial source, monosource) 
from A to B. 
(3) Tke total source from A to B is an initial monosource (respectively, an initial 
source, a monosource). 
The IB-reflection (resp., t e QB-reflection) of any V-object A is the bimorphism 
in the (bi, initial)-factorization (resp., the regular epimorphism inthe (regular epi, 
mono)-factorization) f the R B-reflection of A. 
Co~~!ky 4. For a class of V-objects B, 
(rj RB=IBnQB, 
(2) IB=R(Bulnd)=R(Bu{Q/Z}). 
Lc:t 9 denote the (large) lattice of all epireflective subcategories of V and 91 
denote the sublattice consisting of all bireflective subcategories. From the above, 
S’l={B~S’: PadcBaV), 
that :Hs, 91 is the interval [Ind, V]. The reflections determined by these subcategories 
amount to modifications of the valuations rather than modifications of the underlying 
group structure. 
For each epireflective subcategory A of Ab, we obtain epireflective subcategories 
of V in two ways: 
(i] by endowing each group in A with the indiscrete valuation, and 
(ii] by considering all valuated groups whose underlying roup belongs to A. 
In the fir-st case, we obtain an interval 
& = {BE 9: Zero s B s Ind}. 
In tile second case we obtain epireflections which include such examples as torsion 
free valuated groups, and reduced valu &ed groups. In these cases the reflection of a 
valuated group A is obtained by taking the A-reflection of %A and endowing the 
rest& with the final valuation. 
We now turn to the identifying of t &,-objects of the category V, In Marny’s 
war E;, the subcategory of T&objects is <that epireflective subcategory maximal in the 
corrqlement (in the lattice of all epire ective subcategories) of the sublattice of all 
hire fiective subcategories. This characterization holds for topological categories 
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over sets but fails here. The To-objects of a category have been defined by 
Briimmer [2], Harvey [4], and Hoffmann [6]. We denote by Vao that subcategory of
V consisting of all valuated groups having no non-zero elements of valuation 00 
for all primes. 
Theorem 5. The following are equivalent for a valuated group A. 
(1) AE&,. 
(2) Every initial morphism f : A + B is manic (Briimmer’s definition). 
(3) Every surjective initial morphism f : A + B is an isomorphism (Harvey’s 
definition). 
(4) Every initial source (A, fi : A -9 Ai)r is a monosource (Hoffmann’s definition). 
Proof. Conditions (2), (3) and (4) are clearly equivalent conditions. We show the 
equivalence of (1) and (2). 
Let A(@ ={a EA: t+,(a) = 00 for all primes p}. Then OE A(@ and if 
a,a%A@), 
vp(a -a’)Bmin(v,(a), vJa’)) = ~0 for all primes p, 
so a - at E A(W). Endow A/A(m) with the final valuation determined by the natural 
map 4 : A + A/A@). Clearly, A/A(m) E IL. It follows that valuation in A is 
constant on the fibres of 4 and that # preserves valuation. 
If B is a valuated group and f : B + A/A@) is a morphism of valuated groups 
satisfying f = 4g for some group homomorphism g, then g is a morphism of valuated 
groups since: for g(b)E A(@, v(g(b)) = 002 v(b); and for g(b) not in A(@, 
v(g(b)) = v(#g(b)) = v (f (6)) 2 v (6). Thus 4 is an initial cokernel. Clearly A E VW if 
and only if 4 is an isomorphism so that (1) and (2) are equivalent. 
Using Marny’s notation for the To-objects in a category, we have shown that 
VaO= l’..V. The proof above also shows that the bireflective hull of Vao is V, that is, 
lToV = V and consequently V is called a universal category. Var, is not maximal in the 
complement of S1 for R(V, u {Q}) does not contain Q/Z and thus is not 
bireflective. Observe that Vao consists olely of reduced groups, for a divisible group 
supports only the indiscrete valuation. 
Proposition 6. Vao nInd = Zero and is maximal with respect to this property. 
Furthermore, a valuated group A belongs to Vao if and only if Hom(B, A) = (0) for all 
indiscrete groups B. 
Proof. It is clear that V, nInd = Zero. If B is an epireflective subcategory with 
Bn Ind = Zero, then B sV,. If A belongs to Vao and B is indiscrete, amotphism 
f : B + A has image values of constant valuation 00 for all primes p. Thus the image of 
f is zero. Conversely, if Hom(B, A) -{O} ,for all indiscrete groups B, then the 
inclusion A(W) + A is the zero map, and A belongs to VW. 
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93 is nontriv3al for if A E II* and A is a valuated group, let 
A(A) = {a: vP(a) B A for all primes p}. 
Thea A(A) is a subgroup of A and we obtain a regular epireflective subcategory 
VA ={Ad:A(A)=O}. 
Cleafly VA E & for each A E II Roughly speaking, the epireflective subcategories 
belonging to 283 correspond to those epireflections satisfying aseparation axiom. 
For each bireflective subcategory 8~ 28’1, there corresponds a subcategory of
&-objects denoted TiB. In light of the indiscrete objects of B and of V being the 
samg and of the above proposition, it follows that TiB = B n Voo. Thus we have an 
operator 7’0: 9, + 93. In Marny’s work, for a universal category over sets, these 
operators To and I were inverse isomorphisms. We shall show that this is not the case 
here. 
P~UHMOO 7. For each B E 93, 7’olB = B. For each B E 9’1, ZTa 6 B. 
Pmaf, For BE 9”, B s TJB = IB n V. If A E TolB, there exists an initial source 
(A, 4 : A + &)I from A uo B. Thus u 
K={aEA:fr(a)=OforalliEI} 
is a subgroup of A. Endow K with the indiscrete valuation and define gi : K + Bd to be 
the ;sro map for each i E I. Then it follows from the initiality that the inclusion of K 
to j’, is a valuated group morphism, and since A E V,, it must be the zero map. Thus 
the source is an initial monosource and A therefore belongs to RB = B. 
It ;is clear that IToB 6 B for each B E S$. To see equality may fail, let p be a prime 
and .&\ EI’. Let 
V(p, A) = {A E V: vJa) = 00 for q # p, and t+,(a) a A for all a E A}. 
Thein V(p, A) belongs to Z& for if (A, fi : A’+ A& is an initial source irom A to .I 
V(p,, h) and a EA, 
v&a) = min(v&(a))) = 00 ant up(a) = min(o,(fJ(a))) zs A. 
Now TOV(p, A) = V(p, A) n Voo = ikm a ad IZero = Ind. 
Let 
eYT4={B&:&,~B~V); 
94 is nontrivial since the epireflective subcategory consisting of all valuated groups 
whale underlying roup is reduced belongs to &. Define the operators L : Z&* 22 
bYL =BnIndand U:S??&S?~ by U = R(B u V,). Because 9 is non-modular, 
the=. transpose intervals fail to be isomorphic under these operators. 
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Proposition 8. For each BE 2’2, LUB = B. For each BE 94, ULB s B. 
Proof. Let A E R(B u V=) nhd. Then A E Ind and there exists an + initial 
monosource from A to Bu VW. Every map from A to an object in Vao is the zero 
map, hence the source must reduce to an initial monosource from A to B and so 
AEB. 
The second statement isclear. To see equality may fail, let 
B = {A E V: %A is reduced}. 
Finally let us observe that there are many epirefiections which do not belong to 
U:_, & For example, consider A E 92 consisting of all torsion free indiscrete 
groups, and B = V, E 93. Recall A E C = R(A u B) if and only if there is an initial 
monosource from A to A u B. Then C fails to belong to the union of the 3$‘s_ To see 
Ind is not contained in C, let A be 22 endowed with the indiscrete valuation. Sources 
from A to A u B consist solely of zero maps since A is torsion and indiscrete. To see 
Vao is not contained 1. C, let A be torsion having A(w& f 0, and A(@ = 0. Then no 
source fron.! -4 t3 Jk \ J B is a monosource. 
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